
10 Tips for 
Best Dressing

1. Edit your closet twice yearly.  Hire a professional if you need a little 
tough love and can't detach. Donate or consign.  One girl's hand- 
me-down is another's hand-me-up.

2. Make a List: Determine what you need to update favorites, replace 
the forlorn or to add seasonal currency.  Have a focus when you shop so 
you're not tempted and your budget will thank you.

33. Buy once and buy well. Shop with a purpose and think about quality 
vs quantity and timeless vs trendy.  Fabric and fit are everything, so buy 
the best you can afford and make sure to tailor even lesser pieces so 
that they fit perfectly. The nominal cost will elevate the look. The key to 
chic is in the mix so don't hesitate to pair Valentino with Vince or Gap 
with Gucci.

44. Dress the part! Find your look and build on it. Consider what 
silhouettes enhance your figure and focus on your best asset...great 
legs, narrow waist, slim hips. Flaunt it with looks that are current and 
age appropriate. Colors can bring life to your look so find a new hue 
this season. 

55. Foundations are key! They don't call them 'foundations' for nothing.  
They are the building blocks of every look. Own a wardrobe of bras that 
have different purposes; plunging, balconette, strapless, etc and 
camisoles and body shapers to enhance every curve.

66. Put your best foot forward. The simplest outfit will sing when paired 
with a fabulous shoe. Your LBD with red patent pumps, all white with 
metallic or a sedate suit with an elegant suede.  Flats, booties, kitten 
heels or the newest block heel...there's something for everyone this 
season.

77. Carry on! Handbags, totes and clutches add the perfect polish. 
Whether you're armed with the latest cross-body bag, toting just the 
right clutch or shouldering a beautiful and practical tote...find your 'IT' 
bag this Fall.

88. Accessories: From the simple to the sublime. Do you love chains or 
are you a pearl girl?  Amp up your outfit with a necklace, wrist wear or 
ear candy.  Experiment with embellishment but know when less is 
more.  Signature jewelry is always in style so dig into grandmother's 
trunk or know that your diamond studs are just 'you'.

99. TLC: Ask about maintaining your finery when you purchase a piece.  
Own a steamer to save on dry cleaning wear and tear.  Know when to 
wash vs dry clean.  Be kind to your boots and shoes in New England 
weather and hand them over to Gepetto on a regular basis to give them 
some spit and polish!

10. Dress with Confidence!
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